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Abstract. We propose a new algorithm to determine the multifocus image fusion from several polychromatic images captured from the best
focusing region where the best in focus image is included from a biological sample. This focusing region is built by including several images up
and down starting from the Z position of the best image in focus. These
captured RGB images are converted to YCbCr color space to have the
color CbCr and intensity Y channels separated with the objective to preserve the color information of the best in focus image. Several approaches have been developed to fuse images, like those algorithms
based on the wavelets transform, Laplacian, ratio, contrast or morphological pyramids selection, fusion by averaging, Bayesian methods,
fuzzy sets, and artificial networks. However, this algorithm utilizes the
Fourier approach by using the Y channel frequency content via analyzing the Fourier coefficients to retrieve the high frequencies to obtain the
best possible characteristics of every captured image. After the completion of this process, we continue to construct the fused image with these
coefficients and color information for the optimum in focus image in the
YCbCr color space; as a result, we obtain a precise final RGB fused
image. © 2005 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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1

Introduction

Automated systems are required when researchers in medical and biological areas analyze a great number of microbiological samples; therefore, automated devices that can
systematically analyze large numbers of these samples
would be beneficial and lessen the amount of time for
analysis.
The primary optical tool used to analyze a wide variety
of microscopic samples is the light microscope. An automated microscope can automatically capture and process
images of a sample, where one of the goals of this process
is to obtain the best sample image with which to work.
However, due to the high number of biological samples
available and their volumetric structures, more than one
image captured in the Z axis direction contains relevant and
useful information. With these multiple images, we can
construct a high-quality image instead of relying on and
using the best focused image. In this context, the image
0091-3286/2005/$22.00 © 2005 SPIE
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fusion concept emerges. The image fusion process is similar to the combination of two or more images into a single
image where one retains the relevant information from each
captured image.1
Some important applications of image fusion are related
with military, surveillance, computer vision, robotics, medical imaging, remote sensing, and microscopic imaging
fields. Studies have found several fusion methods previously developed.1–10 These methods use different approaches to obtain the image fusion, some of them are
based on the wavelets transform, Laplacian, ratio, contrast
or morphological pyramids selection, fusion by averaging,
Bayesian methods, fuzzy sets, and artificial networks.1–10
However, the image fusion algorithm proposed in this paper is based on the Fourier transform approach. To measure
the final fused image quality, a fusion metric is described
based on developed index proposed by Wang and Bovik11
and Piella and Heijmans.12
Section 2 provides the mathematical support for the proposed images fusion algorithm as well as the color space
used to fuse polychromatic images. Section 3 describes
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some metrics used to measure the final image-fused quality
generated by the proposed image fusion algorithm. Section
4 describes the computational experiments and provides the
results of those experiments where we illustrate the enhancement of the fused image of proposed algorithm tested
by the authors. Finally, Sec. 5 summarizes our conclusion
and future work.
2

New Multifocus Fusion Algorithm Based on
Fourier Transform
Let us introduce some useful notation, definitions, and
functions: SW is a stack of W polychromatic captured images of size N ⫻ M pixels from a biological sample taken
by stepping in the microscope in the Z axis direction at ⌬z
increments; f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , … , f K is a subset from SW with K images to fuse, this subset is called the best in focus region
共BFR兲. The BFR contains the best in focus captured images
and best in focus image f BF obtained with an autofocus
algorithm.13–20 The BFR can be constructed selecting 
quantity of images, where  will be the captured images
selected up and down from f BF in the Z axis direction.
Therefore, K = 2 + 1 images to fuse, where K ⬍ W and f BF
are positioned inside f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , … , f K with f K/2+1 = f BF,
where  is an integer function of a number  ; f RGB共x , y兲k
is the kth captured image matrix with pixels 共x , y兲 inside
the BFR, thus f RGB共x , y兲k 苸 BFR傺 SW, where x = 1 , 2 , … , N,
y = 1 , 2 , … , M,
and
k = 1 , 2 , … , K.
Finally,
f R共x , y兲k , f G共x , y兲k , f B共x , y兲k are the RGB decomposition
channels, respectively, of f RGB共x , y兲k with range 关0,255兴,
where red R, green G, and blue B are channels in the RGB
color space representation.
2.1 Color Space Representation Suitable to Solve a
Fusion Problem
In 1931 the Commission Internationale de I’Eclairage
共CIE兲 developed a standard primary color reference with
three R , G, and B monochromatic channels,21 however, in
this paper, we use the NTSC 24-bit RGB CRT color space
standard, where every 8-bit channel values has a range
0 to 255. This RGB color space image representation is
used by some digital devices such as cameras to integrate a
color digital image saved in a tridimensional matrix
f RGB共x , y兲. The color information is fully correlated by RGB
channels; however, the RGB color space representation is
not suitable to solve some problems, when color and intensity information should be separated. Several applications
were developed using different color space representations.
As a recent example, one can notice that Nikulin and Bebis
developed an image retrieval application, where the application was based on usage of the RGB and YIQ color
spaces manipulation via the wavelet transform.22
In this paper, we propose to use the YCbCr color space
representation, and not the YIQ color space or another color
space to obtain the final fused image from the BFR, because it has a 16 to 235 nominal range when performing
YCbCr-to-RGB conversion, this prevents going outside the
0 to 255 range, due to video processing problem and noise
generated by electronic changes, so YCbCr color space is
used in this context to avoid underflow and overflow wraparound problems.23,24
Optical Engineering

Let us define fYCbCr共x , y兲 to be an image in the YCbCr
color space representation and f Y 共x , y兲 , f Cb共x , y兲, and
f Cr共x , y兲 their respective integrating channels. However,
there are several YCbCr sampling formats, such as 4:4:4,
4:2:2, 4:1:1, and 4:2:0. The matrix conversion used in this
paper is an alternative to represent RGB to YCbCr for
SDTV 共Standard definition TV, 4:2:2 sampling format兲 under the new CCIR-601 encoder format.23,24 This RGB to
YCbCr and vice versa matrix conversion have new uses on
this type of image processing algorithms, as described in
the paper of Kober et al.25 The RGB-to-YCbCr and
YCbCr-to-RGB color space conversions,21 can be expressed
by
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共x , y兲 is the YCbCr color space representation
where f
of fRGB共x , y兲 and fRGB共x , y兲 is the RGB color space representation of fYCbCr共x , y兲, when x = 1 , 2 , … , N and y
= 1 , 2 , … , M. Thus, f Y 共x , y兲 is the intensity or luminance
channel with working range 关0,255兴, while f Cb共x , y兲 and
f Cr共x , y兲 are the color or chrominance channels with working range 关−128, 127兴. Let us define some useful notation
to represent the color space conversions defined in Eqs. 共1兲
and 共2兲. In this sense, ⌽YCbCr兵fRGB共x , y兲其 is defined to be the
conversion RGB→ YCbCr image function expressed in notational form by
YCbCr

fYCbCr共x,y兲 = ⌽YCbCr兵fRGB共x,y兲其,

共3兲

while ⌽RGB兵fYCbCr共x , y兲其 is defined to be the conversion
YCbCr→ RGB image function written in notational form
by
fRGB共x,y兲 = ⌽RGB兵fYCbCr共x,y兲其.

共4兲

2.2 New Multifocus Fusion Algorithm
We propose an algorithm to fuse polychromatic images
based on the spectral analysis of RGB images transformed
to YCbCr color space representation, where color and intensity information are perfectly separated. Currently, several fusion techniques are based in alternative techniques,
i.e., wavelets, ratio, average, pyramids, etc. The Fourier
transform is a robust tool, well proved over several decades
and never has been used, to our knowledge, for image fusion algorithm development. However, we decided to test a
hypothesis where it is possible to have a high-performance
algorithm based on spectral analysis via fast Fourier transform 共FFT兲, capable to achieve improved results from multiple images to be fused, like those results given in Table 1
compared with the results obtained from other techniques,
which are shown in the same table.26 The FFT gives us a
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Table 1 Fusion quality measures Q , QWt, and QE results that were obtained by the Laplacian gradient,
the ratio pyramid, the discrete wavelet transform 共DWT兲, the average pyramid fusion techniques, the
discrete cosine transform 共DCT兲, and the proposed fusion algorithm.
Measures

Laplacian

Ratio

DWT

Average

DCT

Proposed fusion algorithm

Q

0.9010

0.7900

0.8920

0.8640

0.9465

0.9739

QWt

0.9290

0.8300

0.9240

0.9010

0.9464

0.9738

QE

0.8450

0.6680

0.8390

0.7450

0.8545

0.9292

more highly sensible analysis of frequency coefficients
from the images involved in the fusion algorithm than the
DCT, and with the FFT, the final fused image is constructed
with higher definition. Thus, the main proposed contribution in this paper is a new high-performance fusion algorithm based on spectral analysis via FFT that is easy to
implement.
YCbCr
共x , y兲 = ⌽YCbCr兵f BF其, where
Let us obtain fBF
YCbCr
f BF 共x , y兲 is the best image in focus transformed in
YCbCr color space representation and their respective
Y
Cb
Cr
共x , y兲 , f BF
共x , y兲, and f BF
共x , y兲 YCbCr integrated chanf BF
YCbCr
nels. After obtaining fBF 共x , y兲, we continue getting the
YCbCr color space representations of f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , … , f K images by the expression
fYCbCr共x,y兲k = ⌽YCbCr兵f共x,y兲k其 for k = 1,2,…,K.

共5兲

Once we have f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , … , f K images transformed to
YCbCr color space representation according Eq. 共5兲, we
obtain
their
respective
f Y 共x , y兲k , f Cb共x , y兲k,
and
Cr
f 共x , y兲k YCbCr integrated channels.
*
The final fused image fRGB 共x , y兲 can be obtained by
*

*

fRGB 共x,y兲 = ⌽RGB兵fYCbCr 共x,y兲其,
*

*

*

共7兲

*

thus fYCbCr 共x , y兲 is the result of constructing a tridimen*
Cb
共x , y兲, and
sional matrix by the union of the f Y 共x , y兲 , f BF
*
Cr
Y
f BF共x , y兲 channels. In this context, f 共x , y兲 is the fused Y
channel obtained by the magnitude of inverse Fourier trans**
form of the fused Y channel Fourier transform f Y 共u , v兲,
*
then f Y 共x , y兲 can be acquired by
*

**

f Y 共x,y兲 = 兩F−1兵f Y 共u, v兲其兩.
***

共8兲

Let f Y 共u , v兲k = F兵f Y 共x , y兲k其 be the Fourier transform of Y
channel of the k’th image inside the BFR. Therefore,
**
f Y 共u , v兲 can be obtained by the following expression
Optical Engineering

=

再
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f Y 共u, v兲k
***

***

***

if 兩f Y 共u, v兲k兩 艌 兩f Y 共u, v兲k+1兩

f Y 共u, v兲k+1 otherwise,

冎

共9兲

for u = 1 , 2 , … , N, v = 1 , 2 , … , M, k = 1 , 2 , … , K − 1, and
***
兩f Y 共u , v兲k兩 is the Fourier magnitude of Y channel of the
k’th image. Ultimately, Eq. 共9兲 defines the proposed algorithm kernel where the best characteristics of every image
**
to be fused remains in f Y 共u , v兲 after the process. Finally
we use the f BF color information to obtain the final fused
*
image fRGB 共x , y兲. However, this algorithm analyzes all coefficients from the images where the highest energy is concentrated in two or four coefficients, which are in the lowfrequency region only. But, the remaining coefficients,
which have information of the high frequencies, represent
the best visual characteristics of the images. For this reason, when we obtain the maximum of the magnitude of the
Fourier coefficients from the images to be fused, the low
frequencies have no effect on the resulting fused image.
3

共6兲

where fYCbCr 共x , y兲 is the fused image in YCbCr color space
*
representation, thus fYCbCr 共x , y兲 can be obtained by
Cb
Cr
共x,y兲 艛 f BF
共x,y兲其,
fYCbCr 共x,y兲 = 兵f Y 共x,y兲 艛 f BF

**

f Y 共u, v兲

Quality Metrics to Measure the Image Fusion
Algorithm Results
Image fusion is a process involved with the integration of
multiple images where the result is a composite image with
higher visual characteristics than images used to integrate
it. Therefore, how can we measure the quality of the fused
image? Several metrics were defined to measure the experimental results. One such metric is the mean square error
共MSE兲, which is widely used to make these comparisons or
metrics based on the measure of the image differences.27
However, a nonreference quality metric was recently introduced to measure the fusion of two images given by Wang
and Bovik11 and extended by Piella and Heijmans.12 In this
paper, we propose to extend the Piella and Heijmans’s metric to be used when several images are fused instead of just
two images.
3.1 Wang and Bovik’s Fusion Metric
The Wang and Bovik metric was instrumental in the development of an image quality index where no reference image is required to measure the quality of the fused image. In
this context, they concluded that the proposed metric outperforms the MSE, due to the metric’s ability of measuring
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structural distortions and in contrast to the MSE, which is
highly sensitive and tends to introduce energy errors.12
They define Q0 as an image quality index and quantify
the structural distortion between images g共x , y兲 and h共x , y兲.
We can express Q0 as
Q0 =

冉 冊冉
gh
 g h

2 x̄gx̄h
x̄2g + x̄2h

冊冉

冊

2  g h
,
2g + 2h

共10兲

where x̄g , x̄h , g, and h are mean and standard deviations,
respectively, of images g共x , y兲 and h共x , y兲. In fact, the value
Q0 is a measure between g共x , y兲 and h共x , y兲 similarity,
where Q0 takes values from 1 to −1. Three components are
recognized in Eq. 共10兲: 共gh / gh兲 is the correlation coefficient between g共x , y兲 and h共x , y兲 having a range to
关−1 , 1兴; 共2 x̄gx̄h / x̄2g + x̄2h兲 is a kind of average luminance distortion, having a range to 关0,1兴; and finally, 共2 gh / 2g
+ 2h兲 is contrast distortion measure having a range of 关0,1兴.
Since image signals are generally nonstationary, it is
convenient to calculate Q0 over local regions and then combine the results obtained into one final result, in this sense,
the authors propose to use a sliding window strategy, where
the window slides one pixel at the time in the x , y direction
across the entire image. Let ws be the sliding window with
size wx ⫻ wy pixels, for each ws the local quality index Q0
between g共i , j兲 and h共i , j兲 is computed by Eq. 共10兲 over the
pixels 共i , j兲, where 共i , j兲 苸 ws, hence Q0关g共i , j兲 , h共i , j兲兩共i , j兲
苸 ws兴 and in notational form Q0共g , h兩ws兲.
Therefore, the global quality index Q0共g , h兲 between
g共x , y兲 and h共x , y兲, can be computed by averaging all local
quality indices and can be obtained by
Q0共g,h兲 =

1
兺 Q0共g,h兩ws兲,
兩T兩 ws苸T

共11兲

where T is the family of all sliding windows computed and
兩T兩 is the cardinality of T.
3.2 Piella and Heijmans’s Fusion Metrics
The Piella and Heijmans’s metrics use the image quality
index Q0 defined in Eq. 共10兲 to define new quality measures
that quantify the fused image f * quality obtained by g共x , y兲
and h共x , y兲 fusion.
3.2.1 Piella and Heijmans’s Q fusion metric
They define a new fusion quality measure given by
Q共g,h, f *兲 =

1
兺 关g共ws兲Q0共g, f *兩ws兲
兩T兩 ws苸T
+ h共ws兲Q0共h, f *兩ws兲兴,

共12兲

where 共ws兲 is a local weight with range 关0,1兴, Q0 is like
Eq. 共10兲, the subindices g and h are the two images analyzed, and 兩T兩 is the cardinality of T. In this context,
Q共g , h , f *兲 is mainly determined by similarity of f * with the
input image g共x , y兲 when g共ws兲 is higher than h共ws兲 and
with the input image h共x , y兲 when h共ws兲 is higher than
g共ws兲; however, the different quality measures obtained
inside each window ws have been treated equally, which is
Optical Engineering

opposite to the human vision, which is known to give a
higher importance to visually salient regions in the image.12
3.2.2 Piella and Heijmans’s QWt fusion metric
Piella and Heijmans defined a variant of the fusion quality
measure Q where the higher image saliencies are weighted
more than those with lower saliencies. Corresponding to
those areas are the perceptually important parts of the underlying scene. Therefore, these areas become more relevant when the overall image quality is computed, thus, the
overall saliency ⌼ov共g , h兩ws兲 inside a window ws between
g共x , y兲 and h共x , y兲, is defined as
⌼ov共g,h兩ws兲 = max兵关⌼共g兩ws兲,⌼共h兩ws兲兴其.

共13兲

Therefore, the weighted fusion quality measure
QWt共g , h , f *兲 between the images g共x , y兲 and h共x , y兲 can be
expressed as
QWt共g,h, f *兲 =

兺

ws苸T

c共ws兲关g共ws兲Q0共g, f *兩ws兲

+ h共ws兲Q0共h, f *兩ws兲兴,

共14兲

where c共ws兲 = 关⌼ov共g , h兩ws兲兴 / 关兺ws苸T⌼ov共g , h兩ws兲兴 is the
weight factor.
3.2.3 Piella and Heijmans’s QE fusion metric
Finally, Piella and Heijmans introduced a last modification
of the fusion quality measure QWt to take into account some
aspects of the human vision, where the edge information of
the underlying scene is taken to obtain the fusion quality
measure QE. In this approach, the edge information 共e.g.,
the norm of the gradient兲 is used by Eq. 共14兲 instead of
gray-scale images. Let ge共x , y兲 , he共x , y兲, and f e* be the corresponding edge images of the images g共x , y兲 , h共x , y兲, and
f *, respectively, thus combining the QWt共g , h , f *兲 and
QWt共ge , he , f e*兲 can be obtained from the fusion edge measure by the following expression
QE共g,h, f *兲 = QWt共g,h, f *兲1−␣QWt共ge,he, f e*兲␣ ,

共15兲

where ␣ is the edge contribution parameter that expresses
this contribution from edge images comparing with the
original images. It takes values from 0 to 1 and selecting ␣
close to 1 ensures the quality of the edge images. The
QE共g , h , f *兲 index is called edge-dependent fusion quality
index. All the previously described indices take on values
from −1 to 1. The final fused image will have a higher
composition quality from the original images the closer the
index value is to 1.
3.3 Multiimage Fusion Metrics Proposed
The Q共g , h , f *兲 , QWt共g , h , f *兲, and QE共g , h , f *兲 fusion quality indices proposed by Piella and Heijmans just obtain the
fusion measure from two images fused, in this case g共x , y兲
and h共x , y兲; however, our proposed algorithm can be used
to fuse several images. Therefore, it is important to have a
quality fusion measure to evaluate the fusion quality of the
algorithm. We propose to extend the Piella and Heijmans’s
fusion quality indices to be useful to measure a multiimage
fusion process.
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Let f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , … , f K → f 1,…,K be the images to be fused;
let Q共f 1,…,K , f *兲 , QWt共f 1,…,K , f *兲, and QE共f 1,…,K , f *兲 be the
multiimage fusion quality indices proposed based on Piella
and Heijmans’s fusion quality indices.
3.3.1 Multiimage Q共f1,…,K , f*兲 fusion metric
Let ⌼共f 1兩ws兲 , ⌼共f 2兩ws兲 , … , ⌼共f K兩ws兲 be some saliencies of
in
window
ws
and
let
images
f 1,…,K
 f 1共ws兲 ,  f 2共ws兲 , … ,  f K共ws兲 be the local weights, these local weights can be computed as
 f 1共ws兲 =

⌼共f 1兩ws兲
K

兺 ⌼共f p兩ws兲

, f 2共ws兲 =

p=1

=

⌼共f K兩ws兲
K

⌼共f 2兩ws兲
K

兺 ⌼共f p兩ws兲

, ¯ , f K共ws兲

p=1

共16兲

,

兺 ⌼共f p兩ws兲

p=1

then, the Q共g , h , f *兲 in this new metric can be written as
K

Q共f 1,…,K, f *兲 =

1
兺 兺  f 共ws兲Q0共f p, f *兩ws兲.
兩T兩 ws苸T p=1 p

共17兲

3.3.2 Multiimage QWt共f1,…,K , f*兲 fusion metric
Let ⌼ov共f 1,…,K兩ws兲 be the overall saliency inside window ws
between the images f 1,…,K, shown in Sec. 3.2.2, hence it
can be obtained by
⌼ov共f 1,…,K兩ws兲 = max兵关⌼共f 1兩ws兲,⌼共f 2兩ws兲,…,⌼共f K兩ws兲兴其,
共18兲
thus, the new weighted fusion quality measure
QWt共f 1,…,K , f *兲 between the images f 1,…,K, can be expressed
as
K

QWt共f 1,…,K, f 兲 =
*

兺 兺 c*共ws兲 f 共ws兲Q0共f p, f *兩ws兲,

ws苸T p=1

p

共19兲

where c*共ws兲 = 关⌼ov共f 1,…,K兩ws兲兴 / 关兺ws苸T⌼ov共f 1,…,K兩ws兲兴 is
the weight factor.
3.3.3 Multiimage QE共f1,…,K , f *兲 fusion metric
e
Finally, let f e1 , f e2 , f e3 , … , f Ke → f 1,…,K
be the corresponding
edge images of the images f 1,…,K, therefore combining
e
, f e*兲 we can obtain a new
QWt共f 1,…,K , f *兲 and QWt共f 1,…,K
fusion edge quality index QE共f 1,…,K , f *兲, expressed as
e
, f e*兲␣ ,
QE共f 1,…,K, f *兲 = QWt共f 1,…,K, f *兲1−␣QWt共f 1,…,K

共20兲

where ␣ is the edge contribution parameter defined in a
similar fashion, as described in Sec. 3.2.3.
4 Computational Experiments
Sixty images integrating an image stack were captured
from a microscope to test the fusion properties of the proposed algorithm. The images used were taken from a real
sample utilizing a digital color CCD camera from LEICA
Optical Engineering

Fig. 1 共a兲 to 共p兲 Images to be fused with image stack indices 23 to
38, 共h兲 best image on focus obtained by an autofocus algorithm with
image stack index 30, and 共q兲 final fused image obtained by the
proposed algorithm.

共model DC 300兲. The camera connected directly to a
LEICA DMRXA2 microscope; on the other hand, the resolution used to take these images was 2088⫻ 1550 pixels
and were captured without any previous image correctness
process. The equipment used was a 2.5 GHz PC Pentium 4
with 1 GByte RAM and 80-Gbyte HD.
After the image stack was captured, it was processed by
an autofocus algorithm28 to obtain the best image on focus.
After the focused image was obtained, we selected the images to be fused. We can say briefly that the characteristics
of the new autofocus algorithm are low execution time,
FFT kernel based, polychromatic and high-resolution image processing.28 The selected images will shape the BFR
where the fusion process will be applied. In this case, 16
images were included in the BFR from a biological microorganism from the genus Trichodina, a protozoan fish parasite. The proposed fusion algorithm obtained every image
from the BFR and built the final fused image according to
Sec. 2. Figures 1共a兲–1共p兲 show the images that were fused
by the algorithm, these images have 3-D information and
are a section of a full image like that shown in Fig. 2共c兲.
Figure 1共h兲 shows the best image on focus and Fig. 1共q兲
shows the final fused image. These images where taken
with a Z increment of 0.5 m. Figure 2共c兲 shows the
zoomed window, from the final fusion image of Fig. 2共b兲,
compared to the best image on focus in Fig. 2共a兲. Figure 3
shows an additional example between the focused image of
Fig. 3共a兲 and the fused image from a shrimp tissue sample
of Fig. 3共b兲, where the visual differences are shown from
the zoomed window in Fig. 3共c兲.
Thus, to measure the proposed algorithm performance,
we extended the fusion quality measures, as already cited,
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Fig. 2 Example of visual differences inside zoomed window shown
in 共c兲, between 共a兲 the focused image and 共b兲 the fused image from
Trichodine sample.

to obtain new fusion quality measures capable of measuring
a multiimage fusion process, as described in this paper. The
result obtained was that the proposed algorithm has higher
performance to fuse real images, as displayed in Table 1.
Three fusion quality measures Q , QWt, and QE were used
to measure the fusion process. The Q index is related to the
algorithm’s capacity to take advantage of image characteristics in general manner due to the Q index taking all local
window measures from images in equal form. In this sense
the QWt and QE indices are related to algorithm capacity to
take advantage of image visual characteristics and edge information, respectively, and these indices take into account
some aspect of human visual system.12 Thus, the extended
fusion quality measures are able to give us a very good
notion of the algorithm fusion performance. According to
Piella and Heijmans, if the value obtained by these indices
is close to 1, then the composite final fused image will have
higher quality characteristics, indicating the algorithm’s
performance level.
Table 1 shows the Q , QWt, and QE results from applying
these fusion quality measures to the product of proposed
fusion algorithm, thus the QE result was obtained by applying the ␣ value to 0.2, indicating the quantity of edge information from every image is contributing to fused image.
Then having a higher QE index, we expect the final fused
image will have a high visual quality. Finally, the saliency
Optical Engineering

Fig. 3 Example of visual differences inside zoomed window shown
in 共c兲, between 共a兲 the focused image and 共b兲 the fused image from
shrimp tissue sample.

used to compute the indices was the local variance applied
to a window ws with 351⫻ 351 pixels. This window size
was selected because of the computer processing time.
However, using smaller size windows to calculate the quality index does not significantly improve the quality results
from the quality indices. To compute QE, the Laplacian
gradient was used to extract the edge information of every
image involved in the fusion process. Table 1 also shows
the fusion algorithm quality measures from other fusion
techniques, where the proposed algorithm is compared with
the Laplacian gradient fusion technique, the ratio and averaging pyramid, and the DWT and the DCT fusion methods.
5 Conclusions
A new fusion method for color images was presented. This
new algorithm offers significant performance when several
images must be interpreted with high visual quality. Thus,
the proposed algorithm will be suitable for implementation
in real-time processing. This is due to the algorithm’s robustness and accuracy in fusing several types of real images obtained from different kinds of samples. The algorithm was tested in different illumination conditions, bright
and dark fields, and with several image resolutions capture.
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